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Abstract. The purpose of this paper is to investigate the algebraic double S1-
transfer, in particular the classes in the two-line of the Adams–Novikov spectral
sequence which are the image of comodule primitives of the MU-homology of
�P∞ × �P∞ via the algebraic double transfer. These classes are analysed by two
related approaches: the first, p-locally for p ≥ 3, by using the morphism induced in MU-
homology by the chromatic factorisation of the double transfer map together with the
f ′-invariant of Behrens (for p ≥ 5) (M. Behrens, Congruences between modular forms
given by the divided β-family in homotopy theory, Geom. Topol. 13(1) (2009), 319–
357). The second approach (after inverting 6) uses the algebraic double transfer and
the f -invariant of Laures (G. Laures, The topological q-expansion principle, Topology
38(2) (1999), 387–425).

2000 Mathematics Subject Classification. Primary 55R12; Secondary 55N34,
55P42.

1. Introduction. The double S1-transfer is a stable morphism tr2 : �P∞
+ ∧�P∞

+ →
S−2; a fundamental problem is to determine the image of

(tr2)∗ : π s
∗(�P∞

+ ∧�P∞
+ ) → π s

∗−2

in stable homotopy.
This has an algebraic counterpart with respect to any complex oriented cohomo-

logy theory, in particular complex cobordism MU . Namely, there is an algebraic double
transfer [eτ ]2, which is a class in Ext2

MU∗MU (MU∗(�P∞
+ ∧�P∞

+ ), MU∗[−4]), where [−4]
denotes the shift in internal degree and Ext is calculated in the category of comodules
over the Hopf algebroid (MU∗, MU∗MU); this induces a morphism

Hom∗
MU∗MU (MU∗, MU∗(�P∞

+ ∧�P∞
+ )) → Ext2,∗

MU∗MU (MU∗, MU∗[−4])

where the left-hand side corresponds to the graded abelian group of MU∗MU-
comodule primitives and the right-hand side identifies with the two-line of the Adams–
Novikov E2-term. The algebraic problem is to determine the image of the algebraic
double transfer. To relate this to the original question, it is necessary to understand
the stably spherical elements of MU∗(�P∞

+ ∧�P∞
+ ), namely the comodule primitives
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in the image of the MU-Hurewicz map

π s
∗(�P∞

+ ∧�P∞
+ ) → MU∗(�P∞

+ ∧�P∞
+ ).

The latter problem is not addressed here.
The corresponding algebraic framework for the single transfer is well understood

by the results of Miller [13]. For the double transfer, the situation is more complicated,
since the MU∗MU-comodule primitives of MU∗(�P∞

+ ∧�P∞
+ ) are not fully understood

and there is additional complexity in passing from the Adams–Novikov one-line to the
two-line. Baker approached this algebraic question in [1] by using Morava K-theory,
working p-locally for a prime p ≥ 5, in particular studying a family of primitives derived
from the work of Knapp [10].

This paper studies the algebraic double transfer using invariants that are derived
from elliptic homology, Ell, via the f -invariant of Laures [12], which requires that
6 is inverted, and via the f ′-invariant of Behrens [4], which is defined when working
p-locally for p ≥ 5. For the purposes of this paper, elliptic homology Ell should be
taken to be TMF[ 1

6 ] (as in [5]), where TMF is the spectrum of topological modular
forms. Since the primes 2 and 3 have been inverted, this is a Landweber exact complex
oriented theory.

The algebraic double transfer can be studied directly by using the f -
invariant, which can be considered as an invariant of the comodule primitives of
MU∗(�P∞

+ ∧�P∞
+ ), taking values in a graded abelian group defined in terms of Katz’s

ring of divided congruences D and the ring of meromorphic modular forms MFmer.
The f -invariant on elements in the image of the algebraic double transfer is determined
by its values on a family of primitives ps ⊗ pt ∈ MU∗(�P∞

+ ∧�P∞
+ ).

THEOREM 1. For s, t ∈ �, the f -invariant

f (ps ⊗ pt) ∈ D�/
(
D�[ 1

6 ] ⊕ (MFmer
0 )� ⊕ (MFmer

s+t+2)�

)
,

is represented by the element −B
Ell
t+1B

KU
s+1 ∈ D�.

Here, B
Ell
∗ and B

KU
∗ denote the reduced generalised Bernoulli numbers introduced

by Miller (see Section 3.1). This gives an interesting family of elements in the image of
the f -invariant and sheds light on the comodule primitives, which are detected by the
algebraic double transfer.

The remainder of the paper is devoted to showing how to study the algebraic
double transfer using the chromatic factorisation of the double transfer

�P∞
+ ∧�P∞

+ → S−4/p∞, v∞
1

(p-locally for p ≥ 3), which was first constructed by Hilditch (see [2]).
The explicit determination of the induced morphism in MU-homology is non-

trivial due to the nature of the construction of the chromatic factorisation. It is
determined implicitly here by using the Hattori–Stong theorem (see Theorem 3.16
and Proposition 3.17). The conclusion (see Proposition 5.8) is in principle sufficient
to be able to calculate the algebraic double transfer on primitive elements; however,
identifying the associated classes in Ext2 is non-trivial (compare [1]).

When complex cobordism is replaced by elliptic homology, the f ′-invariant arises
naturally when considering the chromatic factorisation as above. The f ′-invariant takes
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values in the comodule primitives of the chromatic comodule Ell∗/p∞, v∞
1 , which

embeds in Ell∗KU ⊗ �/(Ell∗KU(p) ⊕ (Ell∗)�); composing with this embedding, gives
an invariant f ′′. In the following statement, γ ∈ � denotes a topological generator
of the p-adic units �×

p , which is introduced in the construction of the chromatic
transfer.

THEOREM 2. The f ′-invariant on the primitives of Ell∗(�P∞
0 ∧�P∞

0 ) is determined
by

f ′′(ps ⊗ pt) =
[
B

Ell
s+1B

KU
t+1 + B

KU
s+1B

KU
t+1

γ s+1(1 − γ t+1)
γ s+t+2 − 1

]
,

where s, t ∈ � and B
Ell
s+1B

KU
t+1 + B

KU
s+1B

KU
t+1

γ s+1(1−γ t+1)
γ s+t+2−1 is considered as an element of

Ell∗KU ⊗ �.

Behrens and Laures [5] have established the relationship between the f and f ′

invariants. For the invariants associated to comodule primitives via the double transfer,
this relationship is made explicit in Remark 7.11.

2. Chromatic factorisation using Im(J). This section reviews the techniques for
calculating morphisms to the spectrum L1S/p∞ of the chromatic filtration, for p a fixed
prime, and how to calculate the induced MU∗MU-comodule morphisms by using the
Hattori–Stong theorem.

The terms ring spectrum and module spectrum refer to the weak, up to
homotopy notions. If E is a ring spectrum and M is an E-module, the morphism
of E-module spectra induced by a morphism of spectra f : X → M is denoted f̃ :
E∧X → M.

2.1. Non-connective Im(J)-theory. Let γ ∈ � be a topological generator of the
p-adic units �×

p . Non-connective image of J-theory, Ad, is defined by the cofibre
sequence

Ad → KU(p)
ψγ −1→ KU(p) →,

where ψγ is the stable Adams operation, which is a morphism of ring spectra. The
homotopy type of Ad is independent of the choice of γ (cf. [11]).

The spectrum Ad is a KU-module spectrum, in particular is KU-local; moreover,
there are equivalences

Ad/p∞ � Ad∧S/p∞ � (L1S)∧S/p∞ � L1(S/p∞)
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(cf. [16, Lemma 8.7]), where L1 is the Bousfield localisation with respect to p-local
K-theory. Hence, there is a commutative diagram

L1S/p∞

α

��
KU(p) �� KU�

q ��

ψγ −1

��

KU/p∞

ψγ −1

��
KU�

�� KU/p∞,

(1)

in which the three-term vertical and horizontal sequences are cofibre sequences and
q is the reduction morphism. This provides a way of calculating maps to L1S/p∞, as
exploited in [2, Section 5] and [8], for example.

For the purposes of this paper, the following terminology is introduced.

DEFINITION 2.1. A �-representative of a morphism of spectra g : Y → L1S/p∞ is
a morphism f : Y → KU� which makes the following diagram commute

Y
g ��

f
��

L1S/p∞

α

��
KU� q

�� KU/p∞.

(2)

LEMMA 2.2. If f is a �-representative of g, then (ψγ − 1)f lies in the image of
KU0

(p)Y → KU0
�Y.

Proof. Follows from the commutativity of the square in Diagram (1). �
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let Y be a spectrum such that KU∗

(p)Y is a finitely generated free
KU(p)∗-module and KUodd

(p) Y = 0. Then
(1) the morphism [Y, L1S/p∞] → [Y, KU/p∞] is injective;
(2) any morphism g : Y → L1S/p∞ admits a �-representative;
(3) a morphism f : Y → KU� such that (ψγ − 1)f lies in the image of KU0

(p)Y →
KU0

�Y is the �-representative of a unique morphism g : Y → L1S/p∞.

Proof. Straightforward. �
EXAMPLE 2.4. The hypotheses of Proposition 2.3 are satisfied for Y the Thom

spectrum of a finite rank virtual �-vector bundle over �Pn and for smash products of
spectra of this type.

2.2. Chromatic factorisation. Recall that a complex oriented ring spectrum E
is Landweber exact if the orientation MU∗ → E∗ is Landweber exact for the Hopf
algebroid (MU∗, MU∗MU) (see Definition A.10).

LEMMA 2.5. Let E be a Landweber exact complex oriented ring spectrum and Y be
a spectrum.
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(1) There exist natural isomorphisms

HomMU∗MU (MU∗Y, MU∗E) ∼= HomMU∗ (MU∗Y, E∗) ∼= HomE∗ (E∗Y, E∗).

(2) For a morphism of spectra f : Y → E, the comodule morphism MU∗f :
MU∗Y → MU∗E corresponds via the above isomorphisms to the morphism of
E∗-modules f̃∗ : E∗Y → E∗ induced by f̃ : E∧Y → E.

Proof. The first isomorphism of part (1) follows from the identification of
MU∗E as the extended comodule MU∗MU ⊗MU∗ E∗ and the second follows from
the isomorphism of E∗-modules E∗Y ∼= E∗ ⊗MU∗ MU∗Y , which is a consequence of
Landweber exactness. The final statement is straightforward. �

LEMMA 2.6. Let E be a Landweber exact complex oriented ring spectrum,
then the morphism L1S/p∞ → KU/p∞ induces a monomorphism of E∗E-comodules,
E∗/p∞[v−1

1 ] ↪→ E∗KU/p∞.

Proof. By Landweber exactness, it suffices to prove this result for the universal
case E = MU , where it is a consequence of the Hattori–Stong theorem (cf. [19,
Proposition 20.33]), which states that the KU–Hurewicz morphism MU∗ → MU∗KU
is rationally faithful (in the terminology of [12, Definition 1.1]), which is equivalent
to the statement that MU∗ ⊗ �/� ↪→ MU∗KU ⊗ �/� is a monomorphism. Hence,
on the p-local component, this gives a monomorphism of MU∗MU-comodules
MU∗/p∞ ↪→ MU∗KU/p∞.

The morphism of MU∗MU-comodules MU∗/p∞[v−1
1 ] → MU∗KU/p∞ corres-

ponds to the localisation of the above morphism, inverting v1, since the morphism
L1S → KU(p) factors the unit S → KU(p). The result follows. �

PROPOSITION 2.7. Let E be a Landweber exact complex oriented ring spectrum and
g : Y → L1S/p∞ be a morphism of spectra which admits a �-representative f : Y →
KU�. Then

(1) the morphism E∗(g) : E∗Y → E∗(L1S/p∞) is determined by E∗(f ) via the
commutative diagram of morphisms of E∗E-comodules:

E∗Y
E∗(g) ��

E∗(f )

��

E∗/p∞[v−1
1 ]� �

��
E∗KU ⊗ � �� �� E∗KU/p∞.

(2) The morphism E∗(f ) is determined by the morphism of KU∗-modules f̃∗ :
KU∗Y → KU∗ ⊗ � induced by f .

Proof. Again, by Landweber exactness, it is sufficient to prove the result for the
universal case, E = MU .
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The commutative Diagram (2) induces a commutative diagram of MU∗MU-
comodules:

MU∗Y
MU∗(g)��

� �

MU∗(f )

��

MU∗/p∞[v−1
1 ]� �

��
MU∗KU ⊗ � �� �� MU∗KU/p∞,

in which MU∗/p∞[v−1
1 ] → MU∗KU/p∞ is injective by the Hattori–Stong theorem

(Lemma 2.6), and MU∗KU ⊗ � → MU∗KU/p∞ is the canonical surjection. Thus,
MU∗(g) is determined by the total composite of the diagram, hence by the morphism

of MU∗MU-comodules MU∗Y
MU∗(f )→ MU∗KU ⊗ �.

The final statement follows from Lemma 2.5, which implies that the morphism
MU∗(f ) is the composite

MU∗Y
ψ→ MU∗MU ⊗MU∗ MU∗Y → MU∗MU ⊗MU∗ KU∗Y

MU∗MU⊗f̃∗→ MU∗KU ⊗ �,

where ψ is the comodule structure morphism and the second morphism is induced by
MU∗Y → KU∗Y , given by the orientation of KU . �

In the case E = KU , this can be made more precise by using the augmentation
KU∗KU → KU∗:

LEMMA 2.8. Let g : Y → L1S/p∞ be a morphism of spectra which admits a
�-representative f : Y → KU�. Then there is an induced commutative diagram of
morphisms of KU∗-modules:

KU∗Y
KU∗(g) ��

KU∗(f )

��
f̃∗

��

�
�

��
�

�
�

KU∗/p∞

��
KU∗/p∞

��

KU∗KU ⊗ � ��

���
�
� KU∗KU/p∞

���
�
�

KU∗ ⊗ � �� �� KU∗/p∞

in which the solid arrows are morphisms of KU∗KU-comodules and the lower vertical
morphisms are induced by the augmentation KU∗KU → KU∗.

In particular, the comodule morphism KU∗(g) : KU∗Y → KU∗/p∞ factorises as
morphisms of KU∗-modules as

KU∗Y
f̃∗→ KU∗ ⊗ � � KU∗/p∞.

3. Chromatic factorisation of the double transfer. This section reviews the
construction of the chromatic factorisation of the double transfer (see Theorem 3.12),
working p-locally at an odd prime p. The morphism in MU∗-homology is calculated
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implicitly in MU∗MU-comodules (see Theorem 3.16) by applying the results of
Section 2.

3.1. Generalised Bernoulli numbers. To fix notation, recall that the Hopf
algebroid (MU∗, MU∗MU) is isomorphic to the Hopf algebroid (L, LB), which
represents the groupoid scheme of formal group laws and strict isomorphisms, where
L is the Lazard ring and LB ∼= L[bi|i ≥ 0, b0 = 1] as a left L-algebra (cf. [17]). The
b′

is represent the universal strict isomorphism b(x) = ∑
i bixi+1 between the formal

group laws defined respectively by the left and right units ηL, ηR : L ⇒ LB, which are
determined by their logarithms logL, logR defined over LB ⊗ �. The exponential series
expL, expR over LB ⊗ � are the respective composition inverses of logL and logR.

LEMMA 3.1. The power series b satisfies the identity b = expR ◦ logL.

DEFINITION 3.2. [13, Definition 1.1] Let F be a formal group law defined over a
ring R. The Bernoulli numbers Bn(F) ∈ R ⊗ �, for strictly positive integers n ∈ �>0,
are defined by

1
expF x

− 1
x

=
∑
i≥0

Bi+1(F)
(i + 1)!

xi,

where expF (x) ∈ (R ⊗ �)[[x]] is the exponential of F . The reduced Bernoulli number
Bn(F) is defined as Bn(F) := Bn(F)

n ∈ R ⊗ �.

EXAMPLE 3.3. For n ∈ �>0, write BKU
n ∈ KU∗ ⊗ � (respectively B

KU
n ∈ KU∗ ⊗ �)

for the Bernoulli number (respectively reduced Bernoulli number) associated to the
orientation of KU . This is a graded form of the usual Bernoulli number Bn (respectively
reduced).

REMARK 3.4. If the formal group law F is graded with respect to the usual
conventions (so that the coordinate has degree −2), then Bn(F) is a homogeneous
element of degree 2n.

REMARK 3.5. Miller established the following fundamental divisibility property of
the reduced Bernoulli numbers: if R is a torsion-free ring, then dnBn(F) ∈ R, where dn

is the order of the reduced Bernoulli number Bn in �/� (see [13, Theorem 1.3]).

3.2. The single S1-transfer.

DEFINITION 3.6. For n ∈ �, let �P∞
n denote the Thom spectrum of the (virtual)

bundle nλ over �P∞, where λ denotes the canonical line bundle over �P∞.

For E a complex oriented ring spectrum, the Thom isomorphism implies that
E∗(�P∞

n ) is a free E∗-module on classes {βi|i ≥ n}. (The systems of generators as n
varies are compatible, hence n will be omitted from the notation.) There is a Künneth
isomorphism E∗(�P∞

m ∧�P∞
n ) ∼= E∗(�P∞

m ) ⊗E∗ E∗(�P∞
n ), and the associated module

generators will be written βi ⊗ βj.

NOTATION 3.7. For E a complex oriented ring spectrum and m, n integers, let β
m

(S)
denote the Laurent power series

∑
i≥m βiSi over E∗(�P∞

m ) and let β
m

(S) ⊗ β
n
(T) denote∑

i≥m,j≥n βi ⊗ βjSiTj, defined over E∗(�P∞
m ∧�P∞

n ).
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Such generating power series provide an efficient way of encoding calculations.
For example:

LEMMA 3.8. [13, Proposition 3.3] Let n be an integer, then the comodule structure
MU∗(�P∞

n ) → MU∗MU ⊗MU∗ MU∗(�P∞
n ) is determined by

β
n
(S) �→ β

n
(b(S) ⊗ 1).

REMARK 3.9. In the expression β
n
(b(x) ⊗ 1), the elements βi are the module

generators, which are usually written on the right when considering left MU∗MU-
comodules. Miller [13] works with right comodules, where this notational issue does
not arise.

The cofibre sequence of spectra (cf. [13, Section 2]):

S2n → �P∞
n → �P∞

n+1 →, (3)

for n ∈ �, induces a short exact sequence of MU∗MU-comodules:

0 → MU∗[2n] → MU∗(�P∞
n ) → MU∗(�P∞

n+1) → 0,

where [a] denotes the shift in degree so that (V∗[a])t = Vt−a, for a �-graded object V∗.
The choice of generators gives a standard splitting of this sequence in MU∗-

modules. In particular:

NOTATION 3.10. For E a complex oriented ring spectrum,

(1) let σ : E∗(�P∞
0 ) → E∗(�P∞

−1) be the section in E∗-modules defined by σ (βi) = βi

(for i ≥ 0) and r : E∗(�P∞
−1) → E∗[−2] be the corresponding retract, which sends

generators βi, i ≥ 0 to zero.
(2) let σ ′ : E∗(�P∞

0 ∧�P∞
0 ) → E∗(�P∞

−1∧�P∞
0 ) denote the section σ ⊗ E∗(�P∞

0 ).

For n = −1, the connecting morphism of the cofibre sequence (3) defines the
S1-transfer τ : �P∞

0 → S−1. The double S1-transfer is the smash product τ∧τ :
�P∞

0 ∧�P∞
0 → S−2.

The rational Thom class U : �P∞
−1 → S−2

� induces a morphism of cofibre
sequences

S−2 �� �P∞
−1

��

U
��

�P∞
0

τ ��

τ̃

��

S−1

S−2 �� S−2
�

�� S−2
�/�

�� S−1,

(4)

where τ̃ , the chromatic factorisation of the single transfer, is determined uniquely by
the commutativity of the right-hand square.

The morphism of MU∗MU-comodules

MU∗(τ̃ ) : MU∗(�P∞
0 ) → MU∗ ⊗ �/�[−2]
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is determined by the comodule morphism MU∗(U) : MU∗(�P∞
−1) → MU∗ ⊗ �[−2]

via the commutative diagram

MU∗(�P∞
−1)

MU∗(U) �� MU∗ ⊗ �[−2]

����
MU∗(�P∞

0 )

σ

��

MU∗(τ̃ )
�� MU∗ ⊗ �/�[−2],

(5)

in which the solid arrows denote comodule morphisms.
By Lemma 2.5, the comodule morphism MU∗(U) is the composite

MU∗(�P∞
−1) �� MU∗MU ⊗MU∗ H�∗(�P∞

−1)

MU∗MU⊗H�∗(U)

��
MU∗MU ⊗MU∗ �[−2]

∼= �� MU∗ ⊗ �[−2],

where H� is the rational Eilenberg–MacLane spectrum and the first morphism is
the composite of the comodule structure morphism with MU∗(�P∞

−1) → H�∗(�P∞
−1)

induced by the canonical orientation of H�.

LEMMA 3.11. (Cf. [13, Theorem 3.9])
(1) The morphism MU∗(U) : MU∗(�P∞

−1) → MU∗ ⊗ �[−2] is determined by

β−1
(S) �→ 1

log S
.

(2) The morphism of MU∗-modules MU∗(U) ◦ σ : MU∗(�P∞
0 ) → MU∗ ⊗ �[−2]

is determined by

β
0
(S) �→ 1

log S
− 1

S
.

(3) The morphism MU∗(τ̃ ) is the composite of MU∗(U) ◦ σ with the projection
MU∗ ⊗ �[−2] � MU∗ ⊗ �/�[−2].

Proof. The first statement follows from the comodule structure of MU∗(�P∞
−1)

together with the fact that, under the morphism MU∗MU ⊗ � ∼= MU∗ ⊗ MU∗ ⊗
� → MU∗ ⊗ � induced by the augmentation MU∗ ⊗ � → � on the right-hand
factor, expR(S) �→ S, so that b(S) �→ log(S).

The section σ is determined by β
0
(S) �→ β−1

(S) − β−1
1
S , which gives the second

statement, by composition. The final statement follows from the commutativity of
Diagram (5). �

3.3. The chromatic factorisation of the double transfer. Working p-locally (p
odd), the above chromatic factorisation of the single transfer extends to a chromatic
factorisation of the double transfer, for which the original published reference is [2,
Theorem 5.2], where the result is attributed to Hilditch, and a generalisation is given
by Imaoka in [8]. (Imaoka [7] has also considered the chromatic factorisation of the
double transfer at the prime p = 2.)
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THEOREM 3.12. [2] Let p ≥ 3 be a prime. There exists a morphism � :
�P∞

−1∧�P∞
0 → L1S−4/p∞ which fits into a commutative square:

�−2�P∞
0

��

�−2 τ̃

��

�P∞
−1∧�P∞

0

�

��
S−4/p∞ �� L1S−4/p∞,

(6)

where the top morphism is induced by the inclusion of the bottom cell S−2 → �P∞
−1.

Moreover, for any extension to a morphism of cofibre sequences:

�−2�P∞
0

��

�−2 τ̃

��

�P∞
−1∧�P∞

0

�

��

�� �P∞
0 ∧�P∞

0

�

��

τ∧�P∞
0�� �−1�P∞

0

�−1 τ̃

��
S−4/p∞ �� L1S−4/p∞ �� S−4/p∞, v∞

1
�� S−3/p∞,

where the top row is the cofibre sequence (S−2 → �P∞
−1 → �P∞

0 )∧�P∞
0 and the bottom

row is the cofibre sequence associated to L1-localisation, � : �P∞
0 ∧�P∞

0 → S−4/p∞, v∞
1

provides a factorisation of the double transfer morphism across the chromatic morphism
S−4/p∞, v∞

1 → S−2.

The morphism � is constructed using Proposition 2.3, by defining an explicit
cohomology class cohomology class θ ∈ [�P∞

−1∧�P∞
0 , �−4KU�] such that there is a

commutative diagram

�P∞
−1∧�P∞

0
� ��

θ

��

L1S−4/p∞

��
�−4KU�

�� �−4KU/p∞.

(7)

REMARK 3.13. The construction of θ is by an eigenspace argument for the action
of the Adams operation ψγ , where γ ∈ � is a topological generator of �p (compare
Proposition 2.3); this is made explicit in the proof of [8, Proposition 2.4], which
generalises this result.

For later use, the following notation is introduced.

NOTATION 3.14. Let θ̃ ′(S, T) denote the power series in KU∗ ⊗ �[[S, T ]]

∑
i,j>0

BKU
i

i!

BKU
j

j!

(
γ i − 1

γ i+j − 1

)
(logKU S)i−1(logKU T)j−1,

where logKU is the logarithm of the multiplicative formal group law of KU∗ ⊗ �.

The morphism θ is not uniquely defined; [2, Theorem 5.2] gives an explicit choice
for θ , working with the p-local Adams summand E(1), which can be replaced by p-local
K-theory. The following choice is used here:
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DEFINITION 3.15. Let θ : �P∞
−1∧�P∞

0 → �−4KU� be the class which is
determined by θ̃∗ : KU∗(�P∞

−1∧�P∞
0 ) → KU∗ ⊗ �[−4]:

β−1
(S) ⊗ β

0
(T) �→ 1

S

(
1

logKU T
− 1

T

)
+ θ̃ ′(S, T).

3.4. Calculating in complex cobordism. Let p be a fixed odd prime and �,� be
as in Theorem 3.12, where the �-representative θ of � is the morphism of Definition
3.15.

THEOREM 3.16. Let p be an odd prime. There is a commutative diagram of morphisms
of MU∗MU-comodules:

MU∗(�P∞
−1∧�P∞

0 ) �� ��
MU∗(θ)

��
MU∗(�)

��

MU∗(�P∞
0 ∧�P∞

0 )

MU∗(�)

��
MU∗KU ⊗ �[−4]

�� ��

MU∗/p∞[v−1
1 ][−4]� �

��

pr �� �� MU∗/p∞, v∞
1 [−4]� �

��
MU∗KU/p∞[−4] �� �� (MU∗KU/p∞)/(MU∗/p∞)[−4].

(1) The underlying MU∗-module morphism of MU∗(�) is the composite pr ◦
MU∗(�) ◦ σ ′.

(2) The morphism MU∗(�) is determined by the comodule morphism MU∗(θ ) and
hence by the morphism θ̃∗ : KU∗(�P∞

−1∧�P∞
0 ) → KU∗ ⊗ �.

(3) The morphism MU∗(�) is determined by the comodule morphism MU∗(θ ).

Proof. The commutativity of the left-hand part of the diagram follows from
Proposition 2.7 and the upper right-hand square is induced by the morphism of cofibre
sequences defining �. The lower right-hand square is induced by the monomorphism
given by the Hattori–Stong theorem (see Lemma 2.6)

MU∗/p∞[v−1
1 ] ↪→ MU∗KU/p∞,

since the kernel to the projection MU∗/p∞[v−1
1 ] � MU∗/p∞, v∞

1 is MU∗/p∞.
The morphism MU∗(�P∞

−1∧�P∞
0 ) � MU∗(�P∞

0 ∧�P∞
0 ) admits the section σ ′

in MU∗-modules, hence the identification of the underlying module morphism of
MU∗(�) follows from the upper right-hand square.

For part 2, the injectivity of MU∗/p∞, v∞
1 [−4] ↪→ MU∗KU/p∞[−4] and the

commutativity of the left-hand square implies that MU∗(θ ) determines MU∗(�)
as a morphism of MU∗MU-comodules. The morphism MU∗(θ ) is determined by
θ̃∗ : KU∗(�P∞

−1∧�P∞
0 ) → KU∗ ⊗ � by the second part of Proposition 2.7.

The final statement follows from the commutativity of the lower right-hand
square. �

3.5. Calculating MU∗(θ ). The torsion-free ring MU∗KU has two formal group
law structures, corresponding to the left and right units MU∗ → MU∗KU and KU∗ →
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MU∗KU respectively; write logMU and logKU for the respective logarithms defined over
MU∗KU ⊗ � and set b′ = expKU ◦ logMU , which identifies with the image of b under
MU∗MU → MU∗KU .

PROPOSITION 3.17.
(1) The morphism MU∗(θ ) ∈ HomMU∗MU (MU∗(�P∞

−1∧�P∞
0 ), MU∗KU ⊗ �[−4])

is determined by β−1
(S) ⊗ β

0
(T) �→

1
b′(S)

( 1

logMU T
− 1

b′(T)

)

+
∑
i,j>0

BKU
i

i!

BKU
j

j!

(
γ i − 1

γ i+j − 1

)
(logMU S)i−1(logMU T)j−1.

(2) The morphism MU∗(θ ) ◦ σ ′ ∈ HomMU∗ (MU∗(�P∞
0 ∧�P∞

0 ), MU∗KU ⊗
�[−4]) is determined by β

0
(S) ⊗ β

0
(T) �→

( 1
b′(S)

− 1
S

)( 1

logMU T
− 1

b′(T)

)

+
∑
i,j>0

BKU
i

i!

BKU
j

j!

(
γ i − 1

γ i+j − 1

)
(logMU S)i−1(logMU T)j−1.

Proof. By Proposition 2.7, the morphism MU∗(θ ) is determined by the
commutative diagram

MU∗(�P∞
−1∧�P∞

0 )
ψMU∗(�P∞

−1∧�P∞
0 )

��

MU∗(θ)

��

MU∗MU ⊗MU∗ MU∗(�P∞
−1∧�P∞

0 )

��
MU∗MU ⊗MU∗ KU∗ ⊗ �[−4] MU∗MU ⊗MU∗ KU∗(�P∞

−1∧�P∞
0 ).

MU∗MU⊗θ̃∗
��

Lemma 3.8 implies that the comodule structure of MU∗(�P∞
−1∧�P∞

0 ) is determined
by

β−1
(S) ⊗ β

0
(T) �→ β−1

(b(S) ⊗ 1) ⊗ β
0
(b(T) ⊗ 1).

Composing with the morphism induced by θ and using the identity b′ = expKU ◦ logMU

shows that MU∗(θ ) is given by β−1
(S) ⊗ β

0
(T) �→

1
b′(S)

( 1

logMU T
− 1

b′(T)

)
+

∑
i,j>0

BKU
i

i!

BKU
j

j!

(
γ i − 1

γ i+j − 1

)
(logMU S)i−1(logMU T)j−1.

The second statement is proved by composing with the morphism σ ′, which is
represented by

β
0
(S) ⊗ β

0
(T) �→ β−1

(S) ⊗ β
0
(T) − β−1

1
S

⊗ β
0
(T).
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The morphism MU∗(θ ) restricts to give

β−1 ⊗ β
0
(T) �→ 1

logMU T
− 1

b′(T)
.

The result follows. �

4. The algebraic transfer. The algebraic version of the double transfer is
introduced in this section and is related to chromatic theory.

4.1. The algebraic transfer. The cofibre sequence defining the transfer τ :
�P∞

0 → S−1 induces a short exact sequence of MU∗MU-comodules and hence an
algebraic transfer class:

[eτ ] ∈ Ext1
MU∗MU (MU∗(�P∞

0 ), MU∗[−2]).

DEFINITION 4.1. The algebraic double transfer is the class:

[eτ ]2 ∈ Ext2
MU∗MU (MU∗(�P∞

0 ∧�P∞
0 ), MU∗[−4])

given by the Yoneda product.

Proposition A.8 applied with respect to the section σ gives the standard choice eτ

of representing cocycle:

LEMMA 4.2. The cocycle eτ ∈ HomMU∗ (MU∗(�P∞
0 ), MU∗MU [−2]) is determined

by

β
0
(S) �→ 1

S
− 1

b(S)
.

Diagram (4) induces a morphism of short exact sequences of MU∗MU-comodules:

0 �� MU∗[−2] �� MU∗(�P∞
−1)

MU∗(U)

��

�� MU∗(�P∞
0 )

MU∗(τ̃ )

��

�� 0

0 �� MU∗[−2] �� MU∗ ⊗ �[−2] �� MU∗ ⊗ �/�[−2] �� 0.

The morphism τ̃ provides a chromatic factorisation of the single transfer τ ; this
corresponds to the following result, which can be proved using Proposition A.8.

PROPOSITION 4.3. There is an equality in Ext1
MU∗MU (MU∗(�P∞

0 ), MU∗[−2]):

[eτ ] = ∂1MU∗(τ̃ ),

where ∂1 is the chromatic connecting morphism associated to

0 �� MU∗[−2] �� MU∗ ⊗ �[−2] �� MU∗ ⊗ �/�[−2] �� 0.
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4.2. The class [κ]. Rather than working directly with the double algebraic transfer
[eτ ]2, it is convenient to work with a class [κ] in Ext1 (see Definition 4.5), which is related
to the double transfer via the chromatic connecting morphism ∂1 (see Proposition 4.6).

Forming the tensor product [eτ ] ⊗ MU∗(�P∞
0 ) gives a class

[Eτ ] ∈ Ext1
MU∗MU (MU∗(�P∞

0 ∧�P∞
0 ), MU∗(�P∞

0 )[−2]).

LEMMA 4.4. The class [Eτ ] is represented by the cocycle

Eτ ∈ HomMU∗ (MU∗(�P∞
0 ∧�P∞

0 ), MU∗MU ⊗MU∗ MU∗(�P∞
0 )[−2])

defined with respect to the section σ ′, which is given by

β
0
(S) ⊗ β

0
(T) �→

( 1
S

− 1
b(S)

)
β

0
(b(T)).

Proof. Apply Proposition A.8 with respect to the section σ ′. �
DEFINITION 4.5. Let [κ] denotes the class

MU∗(τ̃ )[Eτ ] ∈ Ext1
MU∗MU (MU∗(�P∞

0 ∧�P∞
0 ), MU∗ ⊗ �/�[−4]).

The following result justifies using κ in place of the algebraic double transfer.

PROPOSITION 4.6. There is an identity

[eτ ]2 = ∂1[κ],

in Ext2
MU∗MU (MU∗(�P∞

0 ∧�P∞
0 ), MU∗[−4]).

Proof. Straightforward. �
The class [κ] is represented by the standard choice κ of cocycle, constructed with

respect to the section σ ′:

κ ∈ HomMU∗ (MU∗(�P∞
0 ∧�P∞

0 ), MU∗MU ⊗ �/�[−4]).

NOTATION 4.7. Write K ∈ HomMU∗ (MU∗(�P∞
0 ∧�P∞

0 ), MU∗MU ⊗ �[−4]) for
the composite morphism of MU∗-modules:

MU∗(�P∞
0 ∧�P∞

0 )
Eτ ��

K 		������������������
MU∗MU ⊗MU∗ MU∗(�P∞

0 )[−2]

MU∗MU⊗MU∗(U)◦σ
��

MU∗MU ⊗ �[−4].

PROPOSITION 4.8.
(1) The class [κ] is represented by the cocycle κ given by reduction of the morphism

K via MU∗MU ⊗ �[−4] → MU∗MU ⊗ �/�[−4].
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(2) The morphism K ∈ HomMU∗ (MU∗(�P∞
0 ∧�P∞

0 ), MU∗MU ⊗ �[−4]) is de-
termined by

β
0
(S) ⊗ β

0
(T) �→

( 1
S

− 1
b(S)

)( 1

logL T
− 1

b(T)

)
.

Proof. The first statement follows from the construction of K .
The second follows from Lemma 4.4, by composition with the morphism

MU∗MU ⊗ (MU∗(U) ◦ σ ) (see Lemma 3.11), using the identity logL = logR ◦b of
Lemma 3.1. �

4.3. Relation with the chromatic factorisation of the double transfer. Let p be an
odd prime. Here κ will be written to denote the associated p-local cocycle:

κ ∈ HomMU∗ (MU∗(�P∞
0 ∧�P∞

0 ), MU∗MU/p∞[−4]).

The construction of � as a chromatic factorisation of the double transfer implies
that the class [κ] is related to the morphism MU∗(�). Write ∂2 for the chromatic
connecting morphism associated to the short exact sequence of comodules

0 → MU∗/p∞ → MU∗/p∞[v−1
1 ] → MU∗/p∞, v∞

1 → 0.

PROPOSITION 4.9. There is an identity [κ] = ∂2MU∗(�) in
Ext1

MU∗MU (MU∗(�P∞
0 ∧�P∞

0 ), MU∗/p∞[−4]). In particular, ∂2MU∗(�) is independent
of the choice of �.

Proof. The morphism MU∗(�) gives rise to a morphism between short exact
sequences of MU∗MU-comodules:

0 �� MU∗(�P∞
0 )[−2]

MU∗(τ̃ )[−2]

��

�� MU∗(�P∞
−1∧�P∞

0 ) ��

MU∗(�)

��

MU∗(�P∞
0 ∧�P∞

0 )

MU∗(�)

��

�� 0

0 �� MU∗/p∞[−4] �� MU∗/p∞[v1]−1[−4] �� MU∗/p∞, v∞
1 [−4] �� 0,

where the top row represents [Eτ ]. By definition, [κ] = MU∗(τ̃ )[Eτ ] and ∂2MU∗(�) is
represented by the pullback of the lower short exact sequence along MU∗(�).

Forming the pushout of the top sequence using MU∗(τ̃ ) and the pullback of the
lower sequence via MU∗(�) gives the Yoneda-equivalent short exact sequences, which
therefore define the same class in Ext1, as required. �

REMARK 4.10. It is instructive to check this result directly at the level of cocycles
by using the description of the connecting morphism given in Lemma A.7.

4.4. Relating K and MU∗(θ ) ◦ σ ′. The morphism MU∗MU → MU∗KU
associated to the orientation of KU induces the morphism (using the notation
introduced in Section A.2):

MU∗KKU∗ ∈ HomMU∗ (MU∗(�P∞
0 ∧�P∞

0 ), MU∗KU ⊗ �[−4]).
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This can be identified with the composite

MU∗(�P∞
0 ∧�P∞

0 )
−σ ′

�� MU∗(�P∞
−1∧�P∞

0 )
ψ �� MU∗MU ⊗MU∗ MU∗(�P∞

−1∧�P∞
0 )

��
MU∗KU ⊗ �[−4] MU∗MU ⊗MU∗ KU∗(�P∞

−1∧�P∞
0 ),��

where ψ is the comodule structure map, the vertical arrow is induced by the orientation
of KU and the final morphism of MU∗MU-modules is defined by the composite

KU∗(�P∞
−1∧�P∞

0 ) � KU∗(�P∞
0 )[−2]

KU∗(U)◦σ−→ KU∗ ⊗ �[−4] (8)

of the projection induced by KU∗(�P∞
−1) � KU∗[−2] with the morphism induced by

the rational Thom class of �P∞
−1.

REMARK 4.11. The sign arises due to the conventions used in defining the cobar
complex, as in Proposition A.8.

The second morphism in (8) is related to the morphism θ̃∗ : KU∗(�P∞
−1∧�P∞

0 ) →
KU∗ ⊗ �[−4] via the following commutative diagram derived from Theorem 3.16:

�−2�P∞
−1

��

�−2U
��

�−2�P∞
0

�−2 τ̃

��

�� �P∞
−1∧�P∞

0

�

��		
		

		
		

	
θ



		
		

		
		

	S−4
�

��

��










 S−4/p∞ �� L1S−4/p∞

��
�−4KU�

�� �−4KU/p∞.

This implies the following result (which corresponds to a fundamental property of
θ used in the construction of �).

LEMMA 4.12. The restriction of θ̃∗ : KU∗(�P∞
−1∧�P∞

0 ) → KU∗ ⊗ �[−4] along the
morphism KU∗(�P∞

0 )[−2] ↪→ KU∗(�P∞
−1∧�P∞

0 ), induced by the inclusion of the bottom
cell S−2 ↪→ �P∞

−1 is the morphism

KU∗(U) ◦ σ [−2] : KU∗(�P∞
0 )[−2] → KU∗ ⊗ �[−4].

REMARK 4.13. This result corresponds to the fact that the morphism θ̃∗ is
determined by the power series

1
S

(
1

logKU T
− 1

T

)
+ θ̃ ′(S, T),

where θ̃ ′ is the formal power series introduced in Notation 3.14.

Proposition 4.8 gives the following, using the notation of Proposition 3.17:
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PROPOSITION 4.14. The morphism

MU∗KKU∗ ∈ HomMU∗ (MU∗(�P∞
0 ∧�P∞

0 ), MU∗KU ⊗ �[−4])

is determined by

β
0
(S) ⊗ β

0
(T) �→

( 1
S

− 1
b′(S)

)( 1

logMU T
− 1

b′(T)

)
.

Proof. By construction, b′ corresponds to the image of b under the morphism
induced by MU∗MU → MU∗KU , and logL maps to logMU . The result follows from
Proposition 4.8. �

The above description of MU∗KKU∗ can be compared with that of MU∗(θ ) ◦ σ ′ :
MU∗(�P∞

0 ∧�P∞
0 ) → MU∗KU ⊗ �[−4]. Write θ̃ ′

∗ for the morphism of MU∗-modules
MU∗(�P∞

0 ∧�P∞
0 ) → KU∗ ⊗ �[−4] determined by θ̃ ′.

COROLLARY 4.15. There is an identification of morphisms in
HomMU∗ (MU∗(�P∞

0 ∧�P∞
0 ), MU∗KU ⊗ �[−4]):

MU∗(θ ) ◦ σ ′ = − MU∗KKU∗ + (MU∗MU ⊗ θ̃ ′
∗) ◦ ψMU∗(�P∞

0 ∧�P∞
0 ).

Proof. Compare the calculation in Proposition 3.17 with Proposition 4.14. (Note
that the sign arises from the conventions used in defining the cobar complex, as in
Proposition A.8.) �

5. Restricting to primitives. The spherical elements of MU∗(�P∞
0 ∧�P∞

0 ) lie in
the comodule primitives; this motivates the study of the restriction of the algebraic
double transfer to the comodule primitives.

5.1. Comodule primitives.

NOTATION 5.1. For M a left MU∗MU-comodule, write PM for the graded abelian
group of comodule primitives.

As above, H� denotes the rational Eilenberg–MacLane spectrum; its integral
counterpart is denoted by H�. The following is clear:

LEMMA 5.2. For X a spectrum, there is a natural commutative diagram of graded
abelian groups, induced by the orientation of H� and rationalisation

PMU∗X � � ��

��

MU∗X �� � ⊗MU∗ MU∗(X) �� H�∗X

��
PMU∗X ⊗ � ∼=

�� H�∗X,

in which the lower horizontal morphism is an isomorphism.
If MU∗X has no additive torsion, then PMU∗X → H�∗X is a monomorphism.

Proof. Straightforward; the isomorphism is a consequence of faithfully flat descent,
since the Hopf algebroid (MU∗ ⊗ �, MU∗MU ⊗ �) is isomorphic to the unicursal
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Hopf algebroid associated to the faithfully flat morphism � → MU∗ ⊗ � (compare
[17, Lemma A1.1.12]). �

EXAMPLE 5.3. Let d be a natural number. Then

PMU∗((�P∞
0 )∧d) ↪→ H�∗((�P∞

0 )∧d)

is a morphism of algebras, where the product is induced by the H-space structure of
�P∞. The homology H�∗((�P∞

0 )∧d) is the free divided power algebra �∗(�⊕d), hence
PMU∗((�P∞

0 )∧d) is a sub-algebra of �∗(�⊕d).

The primitives PMU∗(�P∞
0 ) were calculated by Segal [18]; an elegant approach

is given by Miller in [13, Proposition 4.1], where the primitive generators pn ∈
MU2n(�P∞

0 ) are defined by means of the expansion

β
0
(exp(T)) =

∑ pn

n!
Tn

in MU∗(�P∞
0 ) ⊗ �, so that |pn| = 2n. The morphism PMU∗(�P∞

0 ) → H�∗(�P∞
0 )

sends pn to (βH�
1 )n = n!βH�

n , where the βH�
i denotes the canonical module generators

of H�∗(�P∞
0 ) (cf. [13, Remark 4.2]).

By the Künneth isomorphism MU∗(�P∞
0 ∧�P∞

0 ) ∼= MU∗(�P∞
0 ) ⊗MU∗

MU∗(�P∞
0 ), for pairs of natural numbers (i, j), pi ⊗ pj is a primitive of

MU∗(�P∞
0 ∧�P∞

0 ). The integral calculation of PMU∗(�P∞
0 ∧�P∞

0 ) is an interesting
and difficult problem: the elements pi ⊗ pj do not generate the primitives due to
delicate divisibility questions (cf. [1, 3, 10], for example).

The following result follows from Lemma 5.2:

LEMMA 5.4. The primitive PMU∗(�P∞
0 ∧�P∞

0 ) subgroup is a graded free �-module
such that PMU∗(�P∞

0 ∧�P∞
0 ) ⊗ � has basis {pi ⊗ pj|i, j ≥ 0}.

NOTATION 5.5. Let p(S, T) denote the two-variable power series in
MU∗(�P∞

0 ∧�P∞
0 ) ⊗ �[[S, T ]]:

p(S, T) :=
∑

m,n≥0

pm ⊗ pn
SmTn

m!n!
.

LEMMA 5.6. There is an identity of formal power series:

p(S, T) = β
0
(exp S) ⊗ β

0
(exp T).

5.2. Restricting the double transfer to primitives. A primitive p of degree 2k in
MU∗(�P∞

0 ∧�P∞
0 ) corresponds to a morphism of comodules

p ∈ HomMU∗MU (MU∗[2k], MU∗(�P∞
0 ∧�P∞

0 )).

This induces a class p∗[κ] ∈ Ext1
MU∗MU (MU∗[2k], MU∗ ⊗ �/�[−4]) and, by the

chromatic connecting morphism ∂1, the image of the double algebraic transfer:

p∗[e2
τ ] = ∂1p

∗[κ] ∈ Ext2
MU∗MU (MU∗[2k], MU∗[−4]),

where the identification follows from Proposition 4.6.
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In particular, to understand the restriction of the double algebraic transfer to the
primitive element p, it suffices to consider p∗[κ], which is represented by the cocycle
κ ◦ p:

MU∗[2k]
p �� MU∗(�P∞

0 ∧�P∞
0 ) κ �� MU∗MU ⊗ �/�[−4].

By Proposition 4.8, the cocycle κ ◦ p fits into the commutative diagram

MU∗[2k]
K◦p ��

κ◦p ��������������� MU∗MU ⊗ �[−4]

����
MU∗MU ⊗ �/�[−4].

Recall that the morphism K is given in Proposition 4.8 by specifying the image of
β

0
(x) ⊗ β

0
(y).

NOTATION 5.7. Write B
L
n , B

R
n ∈ MU∗MU ⊗ � for the reduced Bernoulli numbers

associated to the left (respectively right) MU∗-algebra structures.

PROPOSITION 5.8. The restriction of the morphism K : MU∗(�P∞
0 ∧�P∞

0 ) →
MU∗MU ⊗ �[−4] to the primitive elements is determined by

K(pm ⊗ pn) = (B
R
m+1 − B

L
m+1)B

R
n+1

for natural numbers m, n.

Proof. By Proposition 4.8, the morphism K is given by

β
0
(x) ⊗ β

0
(y) �→

( 1
x

− 1
b(x)

)( 1

logL y
− 1

b(y)

)
.

Lemma 5.6 identifies the generating formal power series p(S, T) for the primitive
elements pi ⊗ pj; thus, the image of p(S, T) is given by substituting the power series
x = expL S, y = expL T in the above expression (note that the left module structure of
MU∗MU is used), which gives

p(S, T) �→
( 1

expL S
− 1

b(expL S)

)( 1

logL(expL T)
− 1

b(expL T)

)
.

Simplifying and reversing the order in the two brackets, this gives:

( 1
expR S

− 1
expL S

)( 1
expR T

− 1
T

)
.

The result follows from the definition of p(S, T) and the reduced Bernoulli
numbers. �

In principle, this result determines the class p∗[κ], for any primitive p. This can be
made more concrete by passing to elliptic homology and appealing to the invariants
introduced by Laures [12] and Behrens [4], as explained in the following sections.
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6. Passage to elliptic homology. To study the p-local Adams–Novikov two-line,
for p ≥ 5 a prime, complex cobordism can usefully be replaced by elliptic homology,
by change of rings. The results of this section are entirely algebraic, relying on the fact
that the formal group law of elliptic homology is defined over the ring of holomorphic
modular forms.

6.1. Formal group law input. Consider the ring MF of holomorphic modular
forms of level one over the ring �[ 1

6 ], so that MF ∼= �[ 1
6 ][c4, c6], graded by weight. The

Fourier expansion at the cusp at infinity defines the q-expansion MF ↪→ �[ 1
6 ][[q]][u],

a monomorphism of rings by the q-expansion principle (the variable u has weight
one). The morphism q0 : �[ 1

6 ][[q]] → �[ 1
6 ] sending a power series to its constant term

induces a ring morphism �[ 1
6 ][[q]][u] → �[ 1

6 ][u]. This gives a commutative diagram of
ring morphisms:

L ��

�m,u

��

MF

��
�[ 1

6 ][u] �[ 1
6 ][[q]][u].

q0
��

(9)

The composite L → �[ 1
6 ][[q]][u] classifies the (graded) formal group law associated with

the Tate Weierstrass curve defined over �[ 1
6 ][[q]][u]. After reduction q �→ 0, this is the

multiplicative (graded) formal group law �m,u over �[ 1
6 ][[q]][u], since the Tate curve has

multiplicative reduction.

REMARK 6.1. The universal Weierstrass curve over the ring of holomorphic
modular forms MF is not an elliptic curve; however, the associated formal group
law is defined, since the curve is smooth at the identity section. Similarly for the Tate
curve.

The ring MFmer of meromorphic modular forms over �[ 1
6 ] is isomorphic to

MF [�−1], where � is the discriminant. The q-expansion of a meromorphic modular
form lies in �[ 1

6 ][[q]][q−1] and q0 defines an additive morphism q0 : �[ 1
6 ][[q]][q−1] → �[ 1

6 ].
This gives the following commutative diagram:

L ��

�m,u

��

MF � � ��

��

MFmer

��
�[ 1

6 ][u±1] �[ 1
6 ][[q]][u] �

� ��
q0

�� �[ 1
6 ][[q]][q−1, u±1],

q0

 ������������
(10)

in which the solid arrows are ring morphisms.
The morphisms L → �[ 1

6 ][u±1] and L → MFmer are Landweber exact and
correspond, respectively, to KU�[ 1

6 ] (which will be denoted here simply by KU) and

Ell, which denotes TMF[ 1
6 ], the version of elliptic homology used here.

PROPOSITION 6.2. [12, Theorem 2.7]. The ring Ell0KU is isomorphic to Katz’s ring
D�[ 1

6 ] of divided congruences over �[ 1
6 ].
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REMARK 6.3.
(1) The ring Ell∗KU is concentrated in even degree and is 2-periodic.
(2) The ring Ell0KU is a sub-ring of Ell0KU ⊗ � ∼= (Ell∗ ⊗ KU∗ ⊗ �)0 and

identifies with the sub-�[ 1
6 ]-module of sums

∑
i fi of modular forms such that

the Fourier expansion �ifi(q) has coefficients in �[ 1
6 ]; this is precisely the ring

D�[ 1
6 ] of divided congruences [9].

6.2. The reduction map ρ1. The additive morphism q0 : MFmer → �[ 1
6 ][u±1] is

realised by a morphism of spectra q0 : Ell → KU , which is derived from Miller’s
elliptic character (see [12], following Miller [14]). Hence there is an induced morphism
of spectra Ell∧Ell → KU∧Ell, which induces a morphism of right Ell∗-modules

ρ1 : Ell∗Ell → KU∗Ell,

which is used in defining Laures’ f -invariant [12] (see Section 7.1).
Since Ell and KU are Landweber exact, Ell∗Ell ⊗ � ∼= Ell∗ ⊗ Ell∗ ⊗ � and

KU∗Ell ⊗ � ∼= KU∗ ⊗ Ell∗ ⊗ �.

PROPOSITION 6.4. The morphism ρ1 ⊗ � is the morphism of right Ell∗ ⊗ �-modules:

q0 ⊗ Ell∗ ⊗ � : Ell∗ ⊗ Ell∗ ⊗ � ∼= Ell∗Ell ⊗ � → KU∗Ell ⊗ � ∼= KU∗ ⊗ Ell∗ ⊗ �.

There is a morphism of short exact sequences of right Ell∗-modules

0 �� Ell∗Ell ��

ρ1

��

Ell∗Ell ⊗ � ��

ρ1⊗�

��

Ell∗Ell ⊗ �/�[ 1
6 ] ��

ρ1⊗�/�[ 1
6 ]

��

0

0 �� KU∗Ell �� KU∗Ell ⊗ � �� KU∗Ell ⊗ �/�[ 1
6 ] �� 0.

(11)

Thus, ρ1 ⊗ �/�[ 1
6 ] is determined by ρ1 ⊗ � and hence by the additive morphism q0.

REMARK 6.5. Following [5, Theorem 4.2], the morphism ρ1 is used here to define
the f -invariant rather than the analogous morphism ρ1 : Ell∗Ell → Ell∗KU (compare
[12, Proposition 3.9]). The relationship between the two approaches to calculating the
f -invariant is explained by [12, Proposition 3.10].

6.3. Reduction of the cocycle κ. The class [κ] ∈ Ext1
MU∗MU (MU∗(�P∞

0 ∧
�P∞

0 ), MU∗ ⊗ �/�[−4]) corresponds to the algebraic double transfer, by Proposition
4.6 and, by Proposition 4.8, the representing cocycle

κ ∈ HomMU∗ (MU∗(�P∞
0 ∧�P∞

0 ), MU∗MU ⊗ �/�[−4])

is induced by the morphism K ∈ HomMU∗ (MU∗(�P∞
0 ∧�P∞

0 ), MU∗MU ⊗ �[−4]), by
composition with the quotient map MU∗MU ⊗ � � MU∗MU ⊗ �/�.

Base change along MU∗ → Ell∗ gives a cocycle

κEll := Ell∗κEll∗ ∈ HomEll∗ (Ell∗(�P∞
0 ∧�P∞

0 ), Ell∗Ell ⊗ �/�[ 1
6 ][−4]),

which represents a class [κEll] ∈ Ext1
Ell∗Ell(Ell∗(�P∞

0 ∧�P∞
0 ), Ell∗ ⊗ �/�[−4]), by

Lemma A.15. The following is clear:
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LEMMA 6.6. The morphism κEll is the reduction of the morphism

Ell∗KEll∗ ∈ HomEll∗ (Ell∗(�P∞
0 ∧�P∞

0 ), Ell∗Ell ⊗ �[−4])

via the morphism Ell∗Ell ⊗ �[−4] � Ell∗Ell ⊗ �/�[ 1
6 ][−4].

PROPOSITION 6.7. The morphism of right Ell∗-modules

(ρ1 ⊗ �/�[ 1
6 ]) ◦ κEll ∈ Hom(Ell∗(�P∞

0 ∧�P∞
0 ), KU∗Ell ⊗ �/�[ 1

6 ][−4])

coincides with the morphism KU∗κEll∗ .
Hence, the morphism (ρ1 ⊗ �/�[ 1

6 ]) ◦ κEll is the reduction of the morphism of right
Ell∗-modules

KU∗KEll∗ ∈ Hom(Ell∗(�P∞
0 ∧�P∞

0 ), KU∗Ell ⊗ �[−4])

via the morphism KU∗Ell ⊗ �[−4] � KU∗Ell ⊗ �/�[ 1
6 ][−4].

Proof. The diagram of short exact sequences (11) together with Lemma 6.6 show
that it is sufficient to calculate the respective morphisms to KU∗Ell ⊗ �. This can be
carried out using the identification of ρ1 ⊗ � given by Proposition 6.4.

There is a commutative diagram

Ell∗(�P∞
0 ∧�P∞

0 ) Ell∗ KEll∗

��
MF KEll∗

��
MF ⊗MU∗ MU∗Ell ⊗ �[−4]

q0⊗Ell∗
��

�� Ell∗ ⊗MU∗ MU∗Ell∗ ⊗ �[−4]

ρ1⊗���KU∗Ell ⊗ �[−4],

where the horizontal morphism is induced by MF → MFmer ∼= Ell∗. The
commutativity of the top triangle follows from the fact that the elliptic formal group
law is defined over the ring of holomorphic modular forms, MF , and the commutativity
of the lower triangle follows from the commutative Diagram (10).

To complete the proof, observe that the vertical composite is the morphism KU∗KEll∗
by the commutative Diagram (9). �

7. The f and f ′ invariants. The algebraic image of the double transfer can be
analysed by using either the f -invariant of Laures (considered as an invariant of the
Adams–Novikov two-line) or the f ′-invariant introduced by Behrens [4].

7.1. Recollections on the f -invariant. The f -invariant of Laures [12] is a
homomorphism

f : π2k(S) ⊗ �[ 1
6 ] → D�/

(
D�[ 1

6 ] + (MFmer
0 )� + (MFmer

k+1)�

)
.

This factorises across an invariant

ι2 : Ext2,2k+2
MU∗MU (MU∗, MU∗) ⊗ �[ 1

6 ] ↪→ D�/
(
D�[ 1

6 ] ⊕ (MFmer
0 )� ⊕ (MFmer

k+1)�

)
,

where the injectivity is given by [12, Proposition 3.9].
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Via the chromatic connecting map

Ext1,∗
MU∗MU (MU∗, MU∗ ⊗ �/�[ 1

6 ])
∂1→ Ext2,∗

MU∗MU (MU∗, MU∗) ⊗ �[ 1
6 ],

ι2 defines an invariant of Ext1,∗
MU∗MU (MU∗, MU∗ ⊗ �/�[ 1

6 ]).
Change of rings associated to the orientation MU∗ → Ell∗ allows the respective

groups to be replaced by

Ext2,∗
Ell∗Ell(Ell∗, Ell∗),

Ext1,∗
Ell∗Ell(Ell∗, Ell∗ ⊗ �/�[ 1

6 ]).

We identify the invariant ι2 following Behrens and Laures [5]. Write M•+1
k

∼=
π2k(Ell•+1) for the cobar complex associated to Ell. A morphism between semi-
cosimplical abelian groups is defined [5, p. 25]:

M(1)
k

d0 ��
d1 ��

ρ0

��

M(2)
k

d0 ��
d1 ��
d2 ��

ρ1

��

M(3)
k

��
ρ2

��
(MFmer

k )�[ 1
6 ]

d0 ��
d1 �� D�[ 1

6 ]
d0 ��
d1 ��
d2 �� D�/

(
(MFmer

k )� ⊕ (MFmer
0 )�

)
.

(12)

The composite of ρ2 with the projection

D�/
(
(MFmer

k )� ⊕ (MFmer
0 )�

)
� D�/

(
D�[ 1

6 ] ⊕ (MFmer
k )� ⊕ (MFmer

0 )�

)

induces the morphism

ι2 : Ext2,2k
Ell∗Ell(Ell∗, Ell∗) ⊗ �[ 1

6 ] ↪→ D�/
(
D�[ 1

6 ] ⊕ (MFmer
0 )� ⊕ (MFmer

k )�

)
,

on restriction to cocycles.
Write the chain co-complex associated to the cobar complex as

M(1)
k

δ0
�� M(2)

k
δ1

�� M(3)
k

�� . . . .

The morphism ι2 is identified explicitly by the following straightforward application of
chromatic arguments.

LEMMA 7.1. Let x be a 2-cocycle in M(2)
k which represents a class

[x] ∈ Ext2,∗
Ell∗Ell(Ell∗, Ell∗).

Then
(1) There exists an element c ∈ M(1)

k and an integer n such that δ1c = nx.
(2) The invariant ι2[x] is represented by the element 1

nρ1(c) ∈ D�.

Proof. A straightforward consequence of the commutative Diagram (12) together
with the fact that Extd

Ell∗Ell(Ell∗, Ell∗) ⊗ � is trivial for d > 0. �
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PROPOSITION 7.2. Let [c] ∈ Ext1,2k
Ell∗Ell(Ell∗, Ell∗ ⊗ �/�[ 1

6 ]) be represented by a
cocycle c : Ell∗[2k] → Ell∗Ell ⊗ �/�[ 1

6 ] which factorises as left Ell∗-module morphisms

Ell∗[2k] ĉ ��

c
�������������� Ell∗Ell ⊗ �

����
Ell∗Ell ⊗ �/�[ 1

6 ].

Then the invariant ι2(∂1[c]) is represented by the image of the generator under the map

Ell∗[2k]
KU∗ ĉEll∗ �� KU∗Ell ⊗ �,

where KU2kEll ⊗ � is identified with D� by periodicity.

Proof. The result follows from Lemma 7.1. �

7.2. Restricting the f -invariant to primitives.

NOTATION 7.3. For p a primitive in PMU∗(�P∞
0 ∧�P∞

0 ), let f (p) denote the f -
invariant of p∗[κ] ∈ Ext1

MU∗MU (MU∗[|p| + 4], MU∗ ⊗ �/�[ 1
6 ]).

For n a natural number, write B
Ell
n ∈ Ell∗ ⊗ � (respectively B

KU
n ∈ KU∗ ⊗ �) for

the reduced Bernoulli numbers associated to the complex orientations of Ell and KU ,
respectively.

REMARK 7.4. The reduced Bernoulli number B
Ell
n is defined in the ring MF ⊗ �

of holomorphic modular forms, since the formal group law of Ell∗ is the image of a
formal group law over MF via the morphism MF ↪→ MFmer ∼= Ell∗.

THEOREM 7.5. Let s, t be natural numbers. The f -invariant

f (ps ⊗ pt) ∈ D�/
(
D�[ 1

6 ] ⊕ (MFmer
0 )� ⊕ (MFmer

s+t+2)�

)

is represented by the element −B
Ell
t+1B

KU
s+1 ∈ D�.

Proof. By Proposition 7.2, these invariants are represented by the morphism
KU∗ (K ◦ p)Ell∗ . Hence, by Proposition 5.8, f (ps ⊗ pt) is represented by

(B
Ell
s+1 − B

KU
s+1)B

Ell
t+1 ∈ D�.

The term B
Ell
s+1B

Ell
t+1 becomes zero on passage to the quotient, since it belongs to the

subgroup (MFmer
s+t+2)�. �

COROLLARY 7.6. Let s, t be natural numbers. The invariant f (ps ⊗ pt) is represented
by the element B

Ell
s+1B

KU
t+1 ∈ D�.

Proof. The group S2 acts on MU∗(�P∞
0 ∧�P∞

0 ) by comodule morphisms induced
by interchanging the factors �P∞

0 . It is straightforward to show that the induced right
action on Ext2

MU∗MU (MU∗(�P∞
0 ∧�P∞

0 ), MU∗[−4]) satisfies

([eτ ]2)σ = sgn(σ )[eτ ]2.
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Hence, f (ps ⊗ pt) = −f (pt ⊗ ps); in particular, the f -invariant of ps ⊗ pt is represented
by the element B

Ell
s+1B

KU
t+1. �

7.3. The f ′-invariant on primitives. For p ≥ 5 a prime, Behrens [4] defines the
f ′-invariant via a morphism

f ′ : Ext2,2k+2
MU∗MU (MU∗, MU∗)(p) → H0(C(l)•/p∞, v∞

1 )2k+2,

where l is a topological generator of �×
p (for example l = γ ) and C(l)• is an explicit

semi-cosimplicial abelian group, which is defined in terms of modular forms of level
one and modular forms of level l. Namely, as in [4], write Mk(�0(l))�p for the space
of modular forms of weight k and level �0(l) over �p, which are meromorphic at the
cusps. Then the semi-cosimplicial-graded abelian group is of the form

C(l)•2k =
(

(Mk)�p
d0 ��
d1 ��

Mk(�0(l))�p

×
(Mk)�p

������ Mk(�0(l))�p

)
,

where the morphisms d0 and d1 are identified explicitly in terms of q-expansions. (See
[4, Section 6] and the review in [5, Section 3].) It follows that the f ′-invariant of a class
is represented by a modular form that satisfies certain congruences.

REMARK 7.7. Behrens and Laures [5] work p-locally and replace MU by BP so as
to accord better with the results of Miller, Ravenel and Wilson [15]. Thus, below Ell∗
denotes p-local elliptic homology (p ≥ 5), and a p-typical orientation BP∗ → Ell∗ is
fixed, as in [5].

Behrens and Laures [5] show that the f ′-invariant fits into a commutative diagram

Ext2,4t
BP∗BP(BP∗, BP∗)

f ′

��

Ext0,4t
BP∗BP(BP∗, BP∗/p∞, v∞

1 )
∂1∂2��

Lv2

��

��

Ext0,4t
BP∗BP(BP∗, BP∗/p∞, v∞

1 [v−1
2 ])

∼=
��

H0(C(l)•/p∞, v∞
1 )4t Ext0,4t

Ell∗Ell(Ell∗, Ell∗/p∞, v∞
1 ),∼=

η̃��

(13)

where the diagonal arrow is induced by the p-typical orientation of Ell, the vertical
change of rings isomorphism is given in the proof of [5, Lemma 4.6] and the
isomorphism η̃ in [5, Proposition 3.17]. The upper triangle is commutative by [5,
Diagram 3.15] and the lower triangle is commutative by [5, Diagram 3.16]. Up to the
isomorphism η̃, the f ′-invariant can be considered as taking values in the comodule
primitives of Ell∗/p∞, v∞

1 ; Behrens gives a modular description of H0(C(l)•/p∞, v∞
1 )4t

in [4, Theorems 1.2 and 1.3].
Consider classes that are in the image of the algebraic double transfer. Recall

that � defines a chromatic factorisation of the double transfer and this induces a
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commutative diagram

Ext0,∗−4
BP∗BP(BP∗, BP∗(�P∞

0 ∧�P∞
0 ))

BP∗(�)
���������������������

Ext2,∗
BP∗BP(BP∗, BP∗) Ext0,∗

BP∗BP(BP∗, BP∗/p∞, v∞
1 )

∂1∂2

��

(14)

by Propositions 4.6 and 4.9 (with BP in place of MU).

LEMMA 7.8. The composite morphism

Ext0,4t−4
BP∗BP(BP∗, BP∗(�P∞

0 ∧�P∞
0 ))

BP∗(�) �� Ext0,4t
BP∗BP(BP∗, BP∗/p∞, v∞

1 )

��
Ext0,4t

Ell∗Ell(Ell∗, Ell∗/p∞, v∞
1 )

induced by the change of rings associated to the p-typical orientation BP∗ → Ell∗ is
independent of the choice of �.

Proof. Follows from the commutativity of Diagrams (13) and (14), together with
the fact that the bottom horizontal morphism in Diagram (13) is an isomorphism. �

By naturality, it suffices to replace the composite morphism considered above by
the morphism

Ell∗(�) : Ext0,4t−4
Ell∗Ell(Ell∗, Ell∗(�P∞

0 ∧�P∞
0 )) → Ext0,4t

Ell∗Ell(Ell∗, Ell∗/p∞, v∞
1 ),

which is considered as being the f ′-invariant for primitive elements. This morphism is
independent of the choice of orientation; hence, in the following, Ell∗ is equipped with
its standard complex orientation.

Theorem 3.16 gives a commutative diagram

PEll∗(�P∞
0 ∧�P∞

0 )� �

��
f ′

��
f ′′





Ell∗(�P∞
−1∧�P∞

0 )

Ell∗(θ)

��

Ell∗(�P∞
0 ∧�P∞

0 )σ ′
��

Ell∗(�)
��

Ell∗/p∞, v∞
1 [−4]� �

��

Ell∗KU ⊗ �[−4] �� Ell∗KU ⊗ �/
(

Ell∗KU(p) ⊕ (Ell∗)�

)
[−4],

where the solid arrows denote comodule morphisms and the dotted arrows morphisms
of �(p)-modules. The composite of f ′ with the monomorphism Ell∗/p∞, v∞

1 [−4] ↪→
Ell∗KU ⊗ �/(Ell∗KU(p) ⊕ (Ell∗)�)[−4] is denoted f ′′, as indicated.
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REMARK 7.9. The morphism Ell∗(θ ) composed with the morphism induced by
ψγ − 1 is integral in the appropriate sense, as a consequence of the construction of θ .
This can be related to the analysis of H0(C(l)•/p∞, v∞

1 ) using the identifications of [4,
Proposition 6.1].

The morphism Ell∗(θ ) ◦ σ ′ is given by Proposition 3.17, after base change to Ell∗;
it is determined by β

0
(x) ⊗ β

0
(y) �→

( 1
b′(x)

− 1
x

)( 1

logEll y
− 1

b′(y)

)
+

∑
i,j>0

BKU
i

i!

BKU
j

j!

(
γ i − 1

γ i+j − 1

)
(logEll x)i−1(logEll y)j−1,

where the power series b′ is understood as expKU ◦ logEll when considered as a power
series over Ell∗KU ⊗ �.

THEOREM 7.10. The f ′-invariant on the primitives of Ell∗(�P∞
0 ∧�P∞

0 ) is determined
by

f ′′(ps ⊗ pt) =
[
B

Ell
s+1B

KU
t+1 + B

KU
s+1B

KU
t+1

γ s+1(1 − γ t+1)
γ s+t+2 − 1

]
,

where s, t are natural numbers and B
Ell
s+1B

KU
t+1 + B

KU
s+1B

KU
t+1

γ s+1(1−γ t+1)
γ s+t+2−1 is considered as an

element of Ell∗KU ⊗ �.

Proof. The method of proof is similar to that used in Proposition 5.8. Substitute
x = expEll S and y = expEll T in the power series representing Ell∗(θ ) ◦ σ ′; this gives
the power series

( 1
expKU S

− 1
expEll S

)( 1
T

− 1
expKU T

)
+

∑
i,j>0

BKU
i

i!

BKU
j

j!

(
γ i − 1

γ i+j − 1

)
Si−1Tj−1.

The result follows by identifying coefficients. �
REMARK 7.11. The relationship between the f and the f ′ invariants (in the general

case) is made explicit in [5, Theorem 4.2] by analysing the semi-cosimplicial Diagram
(12).

Upon restricting to classes arising from comodule primitives via the algebraic
double transfer, the relationship is clear. Observe that Theorem 7.5, Corollary 7.6 and
Theorem 7.10 show that, on passage to the quotient

D�/
(
D�[ 1

6 ] ⊕ (MFmer
0 )� ⊕ (MFmer

s+t+2)�

)
,

the elements f (ps ⊗ pt) and f ′(ps ⊗ pt) both are defined by the class of the element
B

Ell
s+1B

KU
t+1 in D�, since the additional term appearing in Theorem 7.10 becomes trivial

in this quotient.
The relationship can be seen as a direct consequence of Lemma 4.12 and Corollary

4.15; here, the sign appearing in the leading term in Corollary 4.15 has been avoided
by following Behrens and Lawson in defining the f -invariant by using the morphism
ρ1.
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Appendix A. Cohomology and cocycles for Hopf algebroids. The reader is referred
to [17, Appendix A2] for basics on Hopf algebroids. For (A, �) a Hopf algebroid, the
category of left �-comodules is denoted here �−Comod and the category of A-modules
A−Mod; the structure morphism of a �-comodule M is written ψM : M → � ⊗A M.

A.1. Recollections on cocycles. Throughout this section, (A, �) is a flat Hopf
algebroid, so that �−Comod is abelian with enough injectives; extension groups in this
category are denoted by Ext�; the extended comodule functor � ⊗A − : A−Mod →
�−Comod is right adjoint to the forgetful functor �−Comod → A−Mod.

For M a �-comodule, let (D̃•
�M, d•) denote the unreduced cobar resolution of M

(Cf. [17, Definition A1.2.11]).

DEFINITION A.1.
(1) A �-comodule X is A-projective if its underlying A-module is projective.
(2) A �-comodule J is relatively injective if it has the morphism extension property

with respect to monomorphisms of �-comodules which are split as A-module
morphisms.

LEMMA A.2. A �-comodule J is relatively injective if and only if it is a direct summand
of an extended comodule.

LEMMA A.3. Let M be a �-comodule and N an A-module. Then there is a natural
isomorphism

Exti
�(M, � ⊗A N) ∼= Exti

A(M, N).

Hence, if X is an A-projective �-comodule and J is a relatively injective �-comodule,

Exti
�(X, J) =

{
Hom�(X, J) i = 0
0 i > 0.

Proof. The result follows from the argument of [17, Lemma A1.2.8b)]. �
PROPOSITION A.4. [17, Lemma A.1.1.6, Corollary A1.2.12] Let X be an A-projective

�-comodule and M be a �-comodule. Then Ext•�(X, M) can be calculated by a resolution
of M of the from M → J•, where each Jk is relatively injective. In particular, Ext•�(X, M)
is naturally isomorphic to the cohomology of the co-complex Hom�(X, D̃•

�M), which has
terms HomA(X, �⊗As ⊗A M).

COROLLARY A.5. Let X be an A-projective �-comodule and M be a �-comodule. An
extension class [κ] ∈ Ext1

�(X, M) is represented by a cocycle κ ∈ HomA(X, � ⊗A M).

The following statement makes explicit the first differential d0
M of the complex

Hom�(X, D̃•
�M).

LEMMA A.6. Let X, M be as in Proposition A.4 and let α : M → N be a morphism
of �-comodules.

(1) The differential d0
M : HomA(X, M) → HomA(X, � ⊗A M) is given by d0

Mg :=
(� ⊗ g) ◦ ψX − ψM ◦ g.

(2) The differential d0
N : HomA(X, N) → HomA(X, � ⊗A N) satisfies the relation

d0
N(α ◦ g) = (� ⊗A α) ◦ d0

Mg.
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LEMMA A.7. Let X be an A-projective �-comodule and

0 → N1 → N2 → N3 → 0

be a short exact sequence of �-comodules.
For a morphism of �-comodules h : X → N3 and any lift h̃ : X → N2 of h as a

morphism of A-modules:
(1) The morphism �h̃ := (� ⊗ h̃) ◦ ψX − ψN2 ◦ h̃ lies in the image of HomA(X, � ⊗A

N1) ↪→ HomA(X, � ⊗A N2).
(2) The morphism �h̃ : X → � ⊗A N1 is a cocycle and the associated class in

Ext1
�(X, N1) satisfies [�h̃] = ∂h, where ∂ : Hom�(X, N3) → Ext1

�(X, N1) is the
connecting morphism.

In the presence of a given module splitting of a short exact sequence of comodules,
there is a useful description of a representing cocyle.

PROPOSITION A.8. Let

0 → M → E p→ X → 0 (15)

be a short exact sequence of �-comodules, in which X is A-projective.
Then, for any choice of section σ : X → E , with associated retract r : E → M, the

composite:

X
−σ→ E ψE→ � ⊗A E �⊗r→ � ⊗A M

is a cocycle which represents the extension class ∂1X , which corresponds to the short exact
sequence (15). A different choice of splitting as A-modules gives rise to a cohomologous
cocycle.

Proof. Consider the cocycle given by Lemma A.7, where h is taken to be the identity
morphism of X and h̃ the section σ . Then the morphism �h̃ is the difference (� ⊗ σ ) ◦
ψX − ψE ◦ σ , considered (by abuse of notation) also as a morphism to the image of
� ⊗A M in � ⊗A E . Hence, composing with the retraction � ⊗ r gives �h̃ = (� ⊗ r)�h̃;
now r ◦ σ = 0, so that �h̃ = −(� ⊗ r) ◦ ψE ◦ σ , as required. The final statement is
clear. �

A.2. Base change and Landweber exactness. Let (A, �) be a flat Hopf algebroid

and let B
b← A

c→ C be ring morphisms.

NOTATION A.9. Write B�C for the ring B ⊗A � ⊗A C and �B (respectively �C) for
the ring B�B (respectively C�C).

There are induced Hopf algebroids (B, �B) and (C, �C). The ring B�C has a left
(B, �B)- right (C, �C)-bicomodule structure and the structure morphisms are algebra
morphisms.

DEFINITION A.10. [6] A morphism b : A → B is Landweber exact with respect to
(A, �) if the functor B ⊗A − : �−Comod → B−Mod is exact.

PROPOSITION A.11. [6] If b : A → B is Landweber exact with respect to (A, �),
then (B, �B) is a flat Hopf algebroid and B ⊗A − induces an exact functor B ⊗A − :
�−Comod → �B−Comod.
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NOTATION A.12. For f : X → � ⊗A M a morphism of left A-modules, write BfC :
B ⊗A X → B�C ⊗A M for the morphism of left B-modules:

B ⊗A X
B⊗f→ B ⊗A � ⊗A M

B⊗A⊗c⊗M→ B�C ⊗A M.

EXAMPLE A.13. Let X, M be as in Proposition A.4; a cocycle κ : X → � ⊗A M
induces a morphism BκC : B ⊗A X → B�C ⊗A M ∼= B�C ⊗C (C ⊗A M).

LEMMA A.14. Let f : X → � ⊗A M and g : M → N be morphisms of left A-
modules. There is an identity

B((� ⊗A g) ◦ f )C =
(

B�C ⊗C (C ⊗A g)
)

◦ BfC .

LEMMA A.15. Let A
b→ B be a Landweber exact morphism for (A, �) and X, M be

�-comodules such that X is A-projective.
Let κ : X → � ⊗A M be a cocycle representing an extension [κ] ∈ Ext1

�(X, M).
Then B ⊗A X is a B-projective �B-comodule and the morphism BκB : B ⊗A X → �B ⊗B

(B ⊗A M) is a cocycle that represents the class B ⊗A [κ] ∈ Ext1
�B

(B ⊗A X, B ⊗A M).
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